
BREAK THE
STRICTURE CYCLE
WITH OPTILUME

Engineered for long-term relief
An innovative application for a proven technology 

Optilume combines simple, effective balloon dilation with  
localized delivery of a proven antiproliferative, inhibiting  
recurrence and improving physician and patient satisfaction.  

BASELINE

Length of stricture: 1.0 cm
IPSS: 29
Qmax: 4 mL/sec

Baseline

6 months

24-MONTH FOLLOW-UP

IPSS: 1
Qmax: 18 mL/sec

Traditional endoscopic 
management of urethral 
strictures has high  
retreatment rates and 
decreasing efficacy with  
each successive treatment. 
At 2 years, Optilume 
demonstrated sustained 
improvement in efficacy  
and durability with a  
single treatment. 

73% 250%
increase in Qmax*reduction in IPSS*

*ROBUST 1 Study at 24 months

ROBUST I Uroflow and IPSS Results
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Uroflow Outcomes
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Why it works
Proven effects of circumferentially delivered paclitaxel 

The hydrophobic and lipophilic properties of paclitaxel make it the ideal 
antiproliferative for uptake and residency in urothelial tissue, inhibiting 
the post-procedure infl ammatory response and providing sustained 
symptom improvement. 

The long-term safety (out to fi ve years) of localized, low-dose paclitaxel 
has been proven in millions of patients in vascular indications. 

The Urotronic Optilume
Balloon Catheter has a 
signifi cant opportunity 
to be a game changer 

for this disease.
– Gerald H. Jordan

MD, FACS, FAAP (hon), FRCS (hon)

To incorporate Optilume into your practice, 
please visit us at urotronic.com.

How it works
Effective urethral dilation with localized drug therapy

1. Proprietary dynamic-compliant balloon expands at 
high pressure, expanding the lumen and creating 
microfi ssures in the tissue

2. Upon infl ation, the coating releases paclitaxel directly 
into the fi ssured tissue

3. Paclitaxel is absorbed by the urothelium where it 
resides for >30 days, preventing cell proliferation 
and fi brotic scar tissue generation

PRODUCT ORDER NUMBERS

BALLOON LENGTH (MM)

INFLATED BALLOON 
DIAMETER (FR/MM) 30
18.0/6.0 1110-06030

24.0/8.0 1110-08030

30.0/10.0 1110-10030
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